Mathematics

Literacy

Number and Place Value: Decimals and
Percentages. Identify the value of each digit in
.
numbers up to 3dp. Solve problems which
require answers to be rounded. Fractions:
compare and order, simplify fractions, add and
subtract fractions

Gryffindor Class
Spring Term 2018
Mrs. Hyatt & Mrs. Tomkins

Calculation: Solve multiplication and division
problems using decimals.

Writing: Biography writing. Writing and
performing Limericks. Scientific report writing.
Diary writing-an imagined visit to the Great
Exhibition. Queen Victoria biography writing.

Y6: Algebra and Ratio
Measures: Time, Angles, 2D and 3D shape Area
and Perimeter

Grammar and Phonics, Spelling: on-going
weekly, see separate plans

Science
Make incandescent light bulb just like Thomas
Edison. Examine bulbs and compare to
modern energy-saving light bulb. Work
scientifically to create light bulb.

Geography
Mapwork: identify
prominent Victorian
locations on a map of
London.
Cities and Transport in
Victorian Times

BB
Art/ D&T

Revision of year 6 science subjects.
Religious
Education
Creation: Creation
and science:
Conflicting or
complementary?
What do Christians
believe Jesus did to
‘save’ people?

Reading: Use selection of historical source
materials and research on line to find out about
development of education during Victorian era.
Research Victorian homes. Read biographies of
significant Victorians. Limericks by Edward
Lear. Discuss authorial intent reading Queen
Victoria’s journal

Find out about great
artists, architects and
designers in history.
Sewing, woodwork
and cooking activities
as in a Victorian school
Recycled materials to
make a Victorian slum.
William Morris prints.

Handwriting: daily letter formation
P.E and
Computing
presentation following ‘The Write Path’
Fitness Dance
Digital
photography.
Mini-Marines
SPaG: word classes, sentence structure, clauses
Look at and
portrait
French
phrases.
photography from
Write phrases from memory,
Victorian era and
and adapt these to create new
create family
sentences, to express ideas
portraits using
clearly- clothing vocabulary
photo editing
booklets
software
SPaG:

PSHE

Citizenship and British Values
Reflecting on Achievements

